
When the album «Hair Of The Dog» arrived for reviewing, it took me three weeks to let it out 

of my hands. I loved it and I was stalling to send the text to the chief editor (note by chief 

editor: HUH?). In order to conclude the presentation, I thought it would be certain to learn 

more about Monument. I decided to do a mini trip to England next Winter to see them live. 

Of course... life is full of surprises... And Peter Elis (the divine great voice) responded 

immediately to the request for an interview and gave me all the answers and a surprise... you 

will find ou below. Sincere thanks Lampros Kokkinos for his precious help and Rock Of Angels 

Records / Roar! Records for the beautiful collaboration. 

Hello, Peter! Before we start, let me say something about the new album. Wow! So powerful, 

so intense, so... metal! "Hair Of The Dog", your new album, is already out. What is the 

feedback you have been getting so far?  

Firstly, I would like to thank you for your kind words there. The feedback has been 

overwhelming to be honest. We knew we had something pretty special in our hands with 

this album but we never expected it to be embraced the way it did by both fans and the 

metal press worldwide. 

Do you think it’s better than your previous ones?  

Yes… with “Renegades” we experimented a lot, we tried to please too many people in terms 

of production especially. With HOTD we said “Let’s just be us, let’s do what sounds good to 

us” and it clearly shows. Don’t get me wrong, as far as song writing goes, I thing “Renegades” 

was just as good as the new album but the new album is more “us” in every way. 

Would you say it’s different, comparing it with your other albums?  

Like I mentioned above, I think the biggest difference is the production on the album, it is a 

lot closer to what we sound live than anything we have done in the past. 

How about your music influences? Would you like to name a few?  

Iron Maiden and Thin Lizzy as well as Judas Priest and Deep Purple/Rainbow are obviously 

our biggest influences. Whitesnake as well in certain aspects. Anything old school British 

metal. 

How do you do it? How did you manage to make a new album so fresh and classic at the same 

time?  

It is not easy… (laughs) We spent many hours discussing how we can achieve a real band 

sound that sounds contemporary but not “fake”. I would like to think that the results speak 

for themselves. 

What's your dream regarding Monument? Has it come true?  

We are a very young band so we are still at the beginning of our journey. As far as a dream 

for the band goes, as long as we can keep doing this and getting bigger with each album and 

gaining new fans with every tour that share our vision and passion about true British Metal, 

we are happy. 

What is the driving force behind you guys? What is the thing that inspires you to make music? 

I think it is the love we share for British rock and metal. We see it as our responsibility to 

make sure that sound survives after the greats have stepped down. 



To make sure that the true British metal sound keeps on going for the newer generations to 

discover. That is our mission. 

Do you remember any funny incident from a tour? 

There are too many but none that can be said in an interview… 

Is Greece anywhere in your touring plans? 

Yes, we are back in Greece in November, expect an official announcement on those shows 

very soon. 

Thank you for the time you gave to answer my questions, I hope we can see you real soon in 

Greece! 

Thank you, Mary and thanks to all our Greek fans for their support. See you all in November! 

Mary Zarakoviti 

 


